NEWS * NEWS * NEWS * NEWS * NEWS * NEWS
MRT systems - price increase as of March 2022
The international price increases do not stop at the production of magnetic
resonance systems. Therefore, new prices will apply from March 2022. (see price
list in the attachment)

Gifts for your customers - go into EXTENSION!
Due to the current price increase from March 2022, which we cannot avoid, we will
extend the "goodies" for our customers by 1 month:
Customers who decide to purchase an MRT set "classic" until the end of March
2022 - will receive the mental light glasses (value: € 194,-/CHF 225,-) as a gift from
vita-life®. *)
Customers who order an MRT set "professional" do not go empty-handed either!
We will reward them with smartcell TM bioactive - covers for mat and pillow" with a
total value of € 218,-/CHF 250,- as a gift! *) Antibacterial effect through woven-in
silver threads (excellent skin and tissue compatibility) are the special feature of
these covers. We are also extending this gift until 31.03.2022.
If your customer purchases an MRT RELAX "classic" or "professional", vita-life®
will give him a SPIN - our e-smog harmoniser as a gift.
*) Instead of Mental-Light-Glasses or SmartCell-Covers you can also choose the
practical carrying bag!

R-Systems - Set "classic" still available!
After the pallet with control units was found in the network of the forwarding agency
Gebrüder Weiss after all, we can still deliver 25 R-systems from now on (after
that it's finally over ;-). Art. No. 505242 R-System Set "classic"- € 2.044,- plus
chip card "wellness" € 157,- or chip card "fitness" € 320,-.
NOTE: For particularly sensitive customers, chip cards "wellness light50" and
"fitness light50" are still available. (Prices like "wellness" and "fitness")

Commissioning/instruction protocol for MRT systems
They are back - the not so "popular" "commissioning/instruction protocols". Due to
the ever-changing C. measures throughout Europe, we recommend that you
generally instruct your customers by telephone. The simple and intuitive operation
of the control unit does not require personal presence at the customer's premises.
In the past, it was hardly possible to sell a system without on-site consultation. A lot
has changed in the last two years - the acceptance of customers to order systems
via the Internet or after a telephone consultation has increased enormously. This is
a huge advantage for all consultants and sales partners!

INSIDER - The "old" sales partner platform is a "construction site"!
Our once popular platform "INSIDER for sales partners" is currently under
reconstruction.
The DOWNLOAD of the commission statements will continue to work during
the reconstruction phase. I estimate that after Easter we will be able to present
this platform in a new form, whereby forms such as order forms, rental agreements,
service forms etc. will also be available for download again.

We are proud of our award as TOP Service Provider 2022
We are very proud of our award as TOP Service Provider 2022 and our current
overall rating of 4.72 out of 5. Many of our customers are enthusiastic about our
service and have already taken the time to rate us on the ProvenExpert platform.
We also look forward to your review on: www.provenexpert.com/vita-life-europe.
If you have clients who have had particularly positive experiences with the Magnetic
Resonance System and would like to share them with others, please send me
his/her name or email address. I will be happy to send an invitation with a request
for feedback. Thank you in advance!

A clear NO – matter of my heart!
I have been in close contact with our clients for quite a long time. I notice that more
and more of them are concerned about the much propagated "vaccination". The
general conviction "I won't go along with this (e.g. booster, 4th stitch and more ...)"
is increasing! Fortunately! I can recommend from the bottom of my heart to every
individual who (still) doubts: Clear NO to the gene experiment - falsely called
vaccination! In this propaganda (which already devours billions in our small country
of Austria), those responsible have never been concerned about "our" health! I
know you all take responsibility for yourselves and your health! Make a decision
PRO health, especially in this important point!
Warm regards from Austria

Ingrid Günther
VITA LIFE HandelsgmbH Europe

